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Die Yue asked, "Although the Heavenly Human Path is one of the six paths, the Heavenly Human

Path Lord survived the great upheaval back then. Could he have sided with the five sacred grounds

back then?"

"Perhaps."

Su Zimo said, "It's also possible that this was Sacred King Samsara's arrangement to leave the

Heavenly Human Path Lord in the boundless world as a pawn."

"But now …

Sacred King Samsara has ascended to the boundless world and the Heavenly Human Path Lord

has returned. "

"Pawn?"

Die Yue asked, "What's the use of Sacred King Samsara's move?"

"I'm not sure."

Su Zimo pondered and said, "I think it might have something to do with the Heavenly Dao Saint

Weapon of the 33 Heavens."

"There's another Heavenly Dao Saint Weapon in the 33 Heavens?"

Die Yue said, "Sacred King Samsara's weapon?"

Su Zimo nodded and said, "If not, the five Sacred Lords would not have returned empty-handed

with the five Heavenly Dao Saint Weapons back then."

"After entering the 33 Heavens,

Be it the saint weapons or combat strength, they will be suppressed in some way. "

Lin Xuanji came over.

He asked curiously, "An expert like the Saint King of Samsara is very powerful.

How many are there in the boundless world? "

"Originally, there were eight."

Su Zimo said, "The six of them were the first Taishi Primordial Spirits of the trichiliocosm and

represented the six Heavenly Daos. They were Yin Yang, Heavenly Punishment, Nirvana, Ancestral

Fire, Spacetime, and Chaos. Later on, two living beings cultivated to that level and established the

other two Heavenly Daos, Life and Samsara."

Su Zimo told everyone about the Taishi Primordial Spirits.

Everyone was enlightened.

That was the origin of the eight sacred grounds!

Su Zimo said, "However, in the upheaval six billion years ago, Chaos Qinglian and Sacred King Life

died. Now, there are only six Sacred Kings left."

Lin Xuanji frowned. "The Sacred Kings behind the five sacred grounds will definitely join forces.

Even if Sacred King Samsara returns in this generation, how will he fight against them?"

"Zimo should have a chance of becoming a Sacred King as well. If he joins forces with Samsara, he

might have a chance."

Ji said.

Lin Xuanji said, "Even so, there are only two Sacred Kings."

"According to the information we have, during the great upheaval back then, there was a huge

commotion.

At least the Chaos Saint King, Life Saint King, and Reincarnation Saint King were on their side.

Even so, they still lost, causing two Saint Kings to die and the three sacred lands to be destroyed. "

"In this life, I don't think we have much chance of winning in a two-versus-five situation."

Everyone nodded. Lin Xuanji's words made sense.

Su Zimo said, "My guess is that in that great upheaval all those years ago, although the five great

Saint Kings did not die, they might have suffered some kind of injury that could not be healed."

An injury that even the Heavenly Dao Saint King could not heal?

What about Saint King Samsara?

Everyone still had many doubts in their hearts.

Of course, this was only Su Zimo's conjecture. Without seeing the five great Saint Kings, he was

unable to make an accurate judgment.

Die Yue suddenly asked, "Will the Infinite Calamity of Living Beings threaten the Heavenly Dao

Sage King?"

"Not a threat."

Su Zimo shook his head.

Saint King Samsara had once said that there were very few who could survive the Infinite

Tribulation.

It should be referring to the few Heavenly Dao Saint Kings!

Die Yue said, "Since that great upheaval more than six billion years ago was caused by the Infinite

Calamity of Living Beings,

Why would it trigger a battle between the Saint Kings? "

Everyone understood what Die Yue meant.

Since the Infinite Calamity of Living Beings could not threaten the Heavenly Dao Saint Kings,

In that great upheaval,

There was no need for the Heavenly Dao Saint Kings to be involved.

In fact, Su Zimo also had doubts about this point.

According to Saint King Samsara, the battle back then was caused by the Infinite Calamity of Living

Beings. The side led by the three thousand human Saints could not bear to see the destruction of

all living beings, so a battle between the Saints of the five great sacred grounds broke out.

However, if the Infinite Calamity of Living Beings could not threaten the Heavenly Dao Saint Kings,

even if all the Saints and Great Saints were killed, the Heavenly Dao Saint Kings would not have to

take action.

There must be other reasons for this.

Lin Xuanji asked, "What is the cause of the Infinite Calamity of Living Beings?"

Su Zimo pondered for a long time before saying slowly, "According to Saint King Samsara, the root

of the Infinite Calamity of Living Beings is eternal life.

"However, in reality, the three thousand Great Daos are eternal and indestructible. However, the

existence of the three thousand Great Daos will not trigger the Infinite Calamity of Living Beings.

"The three thousand Great Daos each have their own laws, which will only make the three

thousand worlds more stable and prosperous.

"However, when the living beings of the ten thousand races merge with the Dao to become Saints

and become one with the Dao, it will cause the 'Great Dao' to have selfishness and greed. This

selfishness and greed will definitely cause all kinds of imbalance and inequality.

"The bloodlines of a Saint are endless and their forces are intertwined. They will occupy more and

more resources, and the struggle for survival of the ten thousand races will become more and more

intense. The collision of karma will give birth to many calamities of various sizes.

"If a Saint dies, all energy will return to heaven and earth. There will be a time when the forces

under him will decline, and heaven and earth will return to balance. However, these calamities

cannot threaten a Saint at all.

"As long as a Saint does not die, there will be more calamities. When they accumulate to a peak, it

will cause karma to collapse and the universe to become unbalanced. The Infinite Calamity of

Living Beings will descend, killing everything including the Saints, causing heaven and earth to

return to chaos and evolve again."

Lin Xuanji seemed to understand something and nodded. "When things reach an extreme, they will

decline. This is the most fundamental law, and also to maintain the balance of heaven and earth.

However, the Saints are eternal and prosper without decline, which destroys this balance. "

Die Yue said, "No wonder the Life Saint King said that the hope of resolving the Infinite Calamity of

Living Beings lies with Fellow Daoist Yaoxue."

"That's right."

Su Zimo said, "Yaoxue has cultivated to the point of forgetting emotions and has already become a

Great Saint. If she can take another step forward, she will be heartless and create a new Heavenly

Dao!"

"The Heavenly Dao is heartless and heaven and earth are not benevolent. This means that there is

no selfishness or greed and all living beings in the ten thousand races look at everything with the

same gaze. This should be the intention of the Life Saint King when she said that 'forgetting

emotions is the only way to be fair and being heartless is the only way to be benevolent'."

Lin Xuanji murmured softly, "This means that the weak ants and the powerful gods, fiends,

immortals and Buddhas are all equal under the Heavenly Dao."

"However, how can that be achieved?"

Die Yue shook her head. "Even if Fellow Daoist Yaoxue takes another step forward and becomes a

Heavenly Dao Saint King, she will only be on par with a few Heavenly Dao Saint Kings and will not

be able to change the situation of the three thousand worlds."

Lin Xuanji added, "If you want the Saints to give up on their selfishness and greed, it's equivalent to

asking them to give up everything they have. That's almost equivalent to going against the entire

three thousand worlds."

Demoness Ji said, "If we join forces with Samsara and suppress the five Heavenly Dao Saint Kings,

there's a chance!"

"Perhaps."

Su Zimo thought for a moment and said, "Actually, I can see some things from the legacy memories

of Chaos Qinglian."

"Back then, Chaos Qinglian and the Life Saint King tried to find a way to resolve the Infinite

Calamity of Living Beings. That was the reason why Chaos Qinglian created the Universe Creation

Diagram. "

"Unfortunately, the Universe Creation Diagram was born in the three thousand worlds and can't

continue evolving."

(End of Chapter)
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